
This trip in particular seemed to have a number of divine appointments - our team was small, the attendance at 
the English camp was less than 30, but God mixed the right people at the right time for several important 
conversations.  
 
Each morning, we had an activity called ‘walk & talk’.   Everyone at the camp was invited to a 6a gathering - 
where we simply walk thru the jungle paths, with the morning sunrise as a back drop and talked.  This activity is 
one of my favorite because it offers so many opportunities for sharing and fellowship as we begin our day…    
 
Several years ago, I met Denilson - Denilson is a mid-forties, hard working, regional sales manager for a 
Manaus based branch of a Swedish company.  Each morning, on this trip, prior to walk and talk I would catch 
Denilson checking his email…. We had discussed on many occasions the never ending stream of work emails 
and our common issues with corporate life and how work sometimes keeps us from our family….  We often 
talked about the joys of disconnecting from work and leaving those emails behind when we came to English 
camp.  
 
On the first walk & talk last week,  I saw Denilson checking his email and I could sense he was particularly 
stressed.  I asked if work was keeping him awake on this annual break and answered with a resounding 
YES….  He explained how the Corporate office was constantly sending short emails with words demanding 
more work, sooner….  No please or thank you - no good job….  always demanding…. We related to the 
Foreign & Familiar discussion on cold & hot climates and agreed how this could contribute…. But still, I could 
tell Denilson's stress was not completely addressed.  He then asked if I would return to a lot of emails and work 
when I returned… I responded with a resounding YES and went to explain how being gone for a week would 
compound my work load….  He knowingly chuckled.  
 
He commented that sometimes it does not seem worth the time off…  
 
I said I know the feeling - but quickly commented that I knew God wanted me here, spending time away from 
work and spending time with family and friends was where I am supposed to be right now and I knew I would 
return a better employee.  I also explained how I knew God was in control and I had peace those emails and 
work would be waiting for me when I got back…. But right now I wanted to take advantage of the opportunity 
God gave me to be in Brazil….  He nodded knowingly - but also with a sense his problem was not solved… 
 
At the end of camp, we asked everyone to fill out a private anonymous survey….  Likes, area’s to improve, 
etc… 
 
On Denilson’s, I noticed he commented how much he enjoyed the walk & talk with me and spending time with 
his family and having time to relax & pray.   
 
His note helped me appreciate the importance of being available and how being an encouragement to fellow 
Christ followers can be equally as important to Discipling as making new ones.  I look forward to seeing 
Denilson again.  

 


